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Snow again. Got deerskins put around the door and the windows well packed with moss. Make a fire in the peechka, and take the beds & deerskins in there and lay them down. Blew storming, who is pretty sick. Ivan Pidarkhik is very long, now over due, now nearly 30 days since he left here. Got Siberia wise to make me a blanket out of two deerskins Mike gave me last summer.

Monday Dec 2

Snow still. Plenty of bush in the first trap, but nothing else. Work in my house all day, clean the lamps and old traps of all kinds, of a year's dirt. Make a fire. Bring in a lot of things from the store, the old desk &c, & fix up general. It begins to look a little like home there now. Bad weather, and snow unprecedented.
Tuesday, Dec 3rd 1867
Morning fell unwell, with a very bad headache. To into the house, made a fire, fix my curtain and drill at the post of the bunks, and opened and sort several boxes and bags. Sew up the beds, where torn & got out my tobacco and powder. Still snowy and warm.

Irene wife had a baby girl last night. She is a good friend.

Wednesday Dec 4th 47
Morning, give Rukoritska 2 felt one dills. Get out some medicine. Get a new fish (Melina) from the gaper. About two o'clock, Ivan the hidanki, Papulkix, and Irgachuk arrive, with two sleds. Slisnoff has sent me neither with nor goods of any kinds.

Rusia, Dec 1st was near t-fish camp, without sport. The dogs, having got at the cache, also polished off the ukali the night before. The cache was further on and he could
reach it by night. All well at Redoubt and Undalakelt.
Drink tea with Ivan and
Pavelkoj, give them their rum
and yarn in early.

Thursday, Dec 5, 1862
Work in the house, split-up
wood, to make fires there.
Have a good hot bath. The
10 lancek arrives from Ta-
kitesky I wont sell his wood
to one for the fish traps.

Friday, Dec 6, 1862
Morning, pay Ivantoff for
his work with powder from
the store. Give Yegorshka 4
shains twine. Get a man
to split stripes for the fish traps.
Mikiaitska arrives and will
help go over to the island.
Cut a large bundle of willow
to tie the traps. Sharply axe
are in the evening. Caspoff
takes Yekrivskad for his yarn.
Find a woman thousand
willow to tie the resitkads. The
fish trap. Snows all day.
Saturday, Dec 7th

Go over to the island in the morning and bring back a load of willow for the traps. Evans and Christine came and we have an unusual spread of pie and caviar for dinner. Brown still. The Indians work up a lot of willow. Tom bought half of his fish trap today.

Sunday Dec 8th

Morning take Chel with Manushka and bring over a fresh load of willow. In the cold start fr. Chuluk with Metz for children. Sell a feather bed to Carpeff on condition that he cuts the uprights for my fish trap and two days work beside. Pay Nadjapa 15 rubles in advance for three days work on the trap. Begin putting door for our beehive out of an old broken bottle left here last year. Day cold and clear, the first since I came.
Monday Dec 9, 67
Morning sent emmas brother- Mikal'ka out after trees to make the fish trap. They cut 4 poles and return. Make a door for the pesselka 2 trees and coal. Bake out of some old hopping. Get a long of brew from Yegor and fish from Ivan to feed the men. Have a bad headache at night. Read Lady Audley's Secret a sensational novel of a very poor class.

Tuesday Dec 10, 67
Go over to the other side of the river and buy over a load of trees for the fish trap with the Russian dogs and F.Kusska. 28 below this day. Day before yesterday the cold weather set in. Have a very bad sore throat which burns me acutely even when here indeed have got cold or coughed and many of the Nabidans have died. Drink tea with Garoff who has dropped Ruskovitska and she has taken her up.
Wednesday Dec 11th

Everybody seems to be sick with sore throats or colds, and Yegnach's brother is laid up with pneumonia and quite sick. Bled her and the pilkoff. Led Shikunka after the rest of the trees which he brings over. Pay him a fallback of drill and ten charges of powder for his work. Spoke to Iwarm and got permission for Meiskha to work on my fields today. Even before he has not yet reached College. His boy Peter arrived from there today. Not fish in yegnach's trap. Feel a little better.

Thursday Dec 12th

Meiskha says that the wood I have taken is so much trouble to get, will not do or does not split straight. As there are no Indians here I shall have to wait till Hargill gets back before I can get any more. Had headache all day, feel a little better. Fished few in the Company's trap. Set out some specimens but feel too ill to label them.
Friday, Dec. 13, 1872

Sick and miserable. Donned
in all day, 35 below zero. Alex-
andria sick with peste. Russians
gambling all night. Turn in
early and pass & sleepless night

Saturday, Dec. 14

Get out the remaining spec-
imens and finish labelling
them. My collections made up
up now to 1350 lots of speci-
mens of which a good propor-
tion are bird skins. Chief
Alexandria who has one of
the fits which seem to be
epidemic here now, Kurna
will be due tomorrow. Day
warmer -15 only and poor
sea & snow in evening

Sunday, Dec. 15

Morning, better weather -18-
clear. Did nothing all the mor-
ing. About 3 o'clock four
fellas came in right. No fight
in the trap - about half
past three Kurna, Johnny
and two Indians with the
The people. Popoff has sent two
dogs all he had. Stepanoff
couldn't keep his promise hav-
ing taken the rest. I will
pay him for his kindness by
rye. They have brought all
the goods but one bag of oil
left at Sitka. There are six bundles of ukali left at
Unalakleet. They have four
Mahlenut dogs, and 13 of
mine. Slept twice on the par-
renchase 500 ukali from
Unalakleet. Isaac godslekin
sent two dogs. He is an Al.
Indian. Found the little age
Ingechuk abandoned in brea-
k at Woolly salix. All the
Indians are sick with cold
pleurisy etc. It is a bad year-
All the Indians are going to
an eprushka at Takteisky
given by tekunika. Ivan Tyn
is at Colloq. The Indians are
killing deer on the parrenchase.
They have brought the barometer
but it is broken and useless.
Waiting & Watching

I am sitting in my loghouse by the still and frozen fountain,
Sitting, thinking, dull and lonely, sad or silent— all the day.
Waiting, watching for the dog trains, for a friendly face to look on,
Even of a swarthy Indian from the seaside far away.

Even while the smoke is curling, round my head in pleasant wreathing
And the well filled pipe I'm smoking quickens with a peaceful glow
And I should be quite contented, sudenly a sigh I'm breathing
And my thoughts are ever running in scenes of long ago.

And I find my thoughts unbidden, airy Spanish castles soaring;
Tenanted with shapes familiar on the far Atlantic shore.
Golden visions, but they vanish, ice and snow and gloom appearing

Mon. Dec. 16 1907
Cut up 2 skunks and boil it to feed the tops— make a fire in the house to warm it. Dry things open and unpack various boxes and bags and put the store in order. Get a load of bread to be returned from Yuquot.

Get some breads and tobacco from Ivan—no fish and as tomorrow is a holiday the Russians will stay at home hungry, rather than go to the fish trap and get what maybe in it. My contempt and dislike for these miserable wretches cannot be expressed in words.

Day after tomorrow I shall go to Makilesky to buy fish at other prices and leave a lot of dogs— as there is nothing for them to eat here, literally.

Tuesday Dec. 17
Morning— the Newiskakat Eyone and seven men and a boy of three light sleds and a lot of fur to sell— when some distance
And the shadows and the silence
seem more lonely than before.

Wednesday Dec 16.

Bought a flint gun of one of the New
Iroquois Indians last night, for a
new shirt, 40 grains of powder and
20 balls, a fine piece of tobacco. But all
the dogs (16) together and put them
into a Russian sled, and leaving
the house in Yagers hands, I prom-
ised to keep it warm, start rather
late for Weolysohan warrior, with
Peelkai, Runica, and the others.
Science.

I see before me a majestic form
Clothed half in bright-ness, half in shadow
veiled;
A brow sublimely broad and smooth.
An eye
Beneath whose calm regard, hot Pas-
evins dies.
A mouth so grave and firm, a second
glance
But half reveals its sweet benignity.
One arm upraised, upward & on-
ward point.
Where distant stars, unvaried cour-
ee hold.
Ordained and fitted when from Chaos
springing.

The Universe of Law.

The other hand
Extended toward me seems to beckon
Whither? A voice so strong & clear
and sweet.
It thrills my very heart with exaltation
And causes all the armor of my soul.
Replies: "Follow, I lead the way of
Truth.
The path is rugged; painful is the
road.
The goal is distant; but the prize is
sure
For those who walk in truth I earn
salvation.
But he in whom Truth is not,
let him rest.
In his own haunts, nor venture
in my path.
Angels are spirits void of guile or
sin;
Free from temptation; God's swift
messengers.
Knowing His laws; and hence their
high estate.
Man who withstands temptation,
this may come
As higher than an angel, to his
God.
Who follows me, may know with
also gain
And seeks his Maker with a

There from Windisch a little
while - But the sled on
the roof of his house, feeds
the dogs. And so in. The
grist mill is in full blast
and the place crowded with
Indians. The consequence
is that I get no sleep all
night as they are singing
and dancing in the hundred
till daybreak.

Friday, Dec. 20
To day is the last day of
the grist mill and there
is nothing to be done but
wait till tomorrow if
I want to buy any thing
the Indians are picking
meat and mining berries
all day. Afternoon go
out & fix of camp to
sleep in as there is no
room to sleep in the house.
Boil a Grace for dinner
and have raw white pick
pork, for supper. Zeck
unka gives me five mold
clearer sense
As angels do, of love and reverence.

It ceases; but the accent
But he must labor hard and long
and well.

It ceases, but the accents in
my soul
Ring like an echo from another sphere.

I fear would make reply, but
sluggish speech
Embodies not the flood of welling
thought.

Oh, mother Science, mistress
of the world,
And of a thousand thousand worlds
unknown;
Of all the secrets of the material
sphere,
Of all the truth and majesty of law
That guides the workings of the
Universe,
I fear would follow where thy
footsteps lead.

Up to the very border of the
Throne.
Seek him whose faith is weak,

and I give him two papooses and blankets. He gives four
Indians full suits of
drinking gauds, beads
of blankets &c. Very tired
sleep in the camp soundly.

Saturday, Dec 21.

Morning. Little by little the
Indians bring in fish &
ukale, all whitefish or
pike. Bring about 100 ukale
and fifty fish — also two
male and a few berries.

Settle up accounts with
Tekumka so that we are
square, on condition that
he go down with me in
the spring, to the Yonkon
mouth. Buy three mnika
and Tekumka gives me five
more. Get twenty martons
from him on account of the
gun I sold him. Nearly he
wants to go down the river
in the spring. Will await
tomorrow to go back the other
way by Jimmys Narrabora.
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Fell down & broke all my slender gets & crockery but
/ cup - I find two to my
\ great sorrow that somewhere
in the road I have lost my
mornhawn pipe leaving
me with only one working
pipe that holds a peck a
\ there abouts - such is life.
\ Rullie arrives about two
\ hours after me & are put
\ the stuff in the store &
him in early very tired
\ having walked over 2 miles
\ on cross shoes today.
\ Tuesday Dec 24

Morning made flapjacks & bread
\ Fix up things in the magazine
\ Make a sauce. See up the plate,
\ art baby broken, by bivvy holes
\ with a small AVL & then
\ tying strongly with thread. Make
\ a cup out of some young whittled
\ I sought for the dogs feed at Zekili-
\ ky. There is nothing to eat here
\ some how, no fish, rabbits or ground
\ everybody sick, a very bad year.
Wednesday, Dec 25, 1867

Morning, dirt Derminie out to shoot a partridge which he procured by firing. Set up a Christmas dinner of fakes, reindeer meat, soup, gravy, white pie, cranberry pie, and gingerbread and tea - made the pies and bread myself, and they turn out pretty well. Have Swan and Major in to dinner - Russians all drank in the evening. Got up in the middle of the night to look at Swan who was fallen and hurt himself, but not seriously. I wonder what they are doing at home in this pleasant season. It is very lonesome here with only one Indian and a half dogs for company. I can't bring myself to associate with the Russians; they are such a despicable set of mean devils.
Thursday Dec 26 1868
Morning. Kunill goes out after trees for the fish trap. Make bread, boil the dog food, get food ready for dinner with Johnings help, when Kunill comes back feed the dogs. Pay year for my team & get some sails mended.

Sunday Dec 27
Make bread in the morning. Make a pair of scales to weigh out tea & sugar. Send Kunill for water. He goes out after rabbits but finds none. Have a good hot bath. Get some cups mended. Ivan goes on a rampage & breaks everything he can lay his hands on. Snows in P.M. I cannot understand why the warm weather holds on so. Last year at this time it was 30 & 40 below zero & it has been for many days now steady at 10 above.
Saturday Dec. 28
Label a lot of specimens. Give Fyomshka (whos starts for Woody) a tray of scorched meal. Stole a kind of medicine (or Woody). He is very sick. Stanley makes some "shakes" & starts out to meet them. He is the dogs. Ev. Read 'Mishina'.

Sunday Dec. 29
Morning. Kurnig gets some wood into the house any splits it for the mordia of the fish trap. Russians put a load of wood into the trap - only baby is dead & Mutkhlia very sick. But all my fish & mammals into alcohol - 15 below zero. Beginning to let a little coke.

Monday Dec. 30
Morning. Kurnig works over the fish trap trees. Paszkoff brings in his wood 16 short which he promises to make up with fresh fish by 2.
Mr. Lemuel arrives from woolly setux with partridges but is excitable in his demands. Let him wait for his pay. Buit two kettles for the dog. Hilens arrives from night from Rayonkuk - Major has taken interest in saker for himself and the poor fellow has short terms for such are the Russians at least in this district.

Tuesday Dec 31

Morning Kuniv works after first trap. Russians get plenty of lusk skin an owl - Suvrenoff some thread to make traps. Write together. Feed the dogs. Major takes Hilens back

Wednesday Jan 1, 1868 - 30°. Make a pie. Kuniv goes out short in lusk gets nothing. Very cold. Hang Yaps. Yaps, Ivan, and Suvrenoff in to dinner of lusk soup, stewed deer meal (the last of it, save it for the occasion) cranberry pie with side dishes of
black bread, and tea. Let Saltville go work on a park. Do, nothing, in honor of the day. Tomorrow I shall start in to weigh out our sugar, tea, and flour — as it is evident if we don't retrench, we shall be out of these invaluable articles before spring. If it actually comes very close to the wind I am off to the Ulmenek tomorrow after dark. But it hasn't come in that yet.

Thursday, January 2, 1865 — 40°

Morning. Feed the dogs and a cow. Johnny brings in a rabbit from his snare. Weigh out sugar, tea, and bread — kettle 10, 1/2 bread per day, 1/2 sugar for January. Johnny, 1/2 bread, 1/2 sugar; Peter, 1/2 bread, 1/2 sugar, and 1/2 tea for all hands for the month of January. If we keep this up, we shall do very well and hold out. I shall save my sugar to take on the road rather than use in the house. Lots of fish in trap.
Friday Jan 3, 1868

Morning. Pelika shuts the draft in the kashka while there is a large bed of coals alive in it and the consequence is that the first thing I know, one Indian falls in half convolution and while I am administering restoratives, I am seized myself in the same way. Go out across the yard and fall in a dead faint and do not come to myself for some minutes. Lie down all day with a fearful headache. So much for a little carbonic acid gas. The formula who take this way of committing suicide show very bad taste. I think it is terribly painful.

Saturday Jan 4

Feel better. Feed the dogs. Get some seeds. Buy three loaves of bread from Temeshka and twenty loaves from Yagotov. Brashka ties up and morda for the fish wrap. Kurnick goes out and finds a place to put it which will take about 15 rupee.
Sunday, Jan 5, 1868
Russian Christmas. Russian drink & k-i-i to pay all day. Breakfast & chipped with Dona take tea with Yagorsha get three loaves bread from Paspilkoff and 30 fish mostly leak from Yagorsha who owes 13.60 more. Paspilkoff 10 lichr. Feed the dogs. Boil soup. Make a new whip & fix the door so that it will shut itself. Today is a great holiday with the Russians.

Monday Jan 6
Buy 20 more cloth of Yagorsha. Feed the dogs. Furrill is not well humor & sits all day. He wants me to give him rum and I won't do it. It is bad enough to have to give it to the Russians, without demoralizing Indians too. He threat end to leave me if I refuse but will probably think better of it. On any event I refuse though I could not replace him.
Tuesday Jan 7

Yesterday afternoon we all went out hunting. Whose buggy, poor fellow, is dead. The other buggy I bought arrives today. It is one of those unfortunate days when everything seems to go wrong. Basil the old rabbit hunter wanted to take his sled back and actually took it off the cache. But I took it away from him and put it back again. Pay him a $5 tobacco. 40 rounds of powder. A 20 calls for 1. Pelta leaves the dogs. Dog without any food. The dog clean out the kettle I took up for it builds a big fire. Burns the soup in a circle. 3 of my dogs are dead, went mad at Pakolesky. Carpenter backs out of his agreement to cut the stakes for the first trap - give him a good rating. To make up, buy 2000 rails and one cord of wood from Sidor ka which will help a lot.
Wednesday Jan 8
Kuril & Johnson go out to cut stakes.
Poetka & Poetka leave for Woody.

Schiess works for fish trap.
Boil the kettle, and get grub ready for them when they get back.
Get some washing done. Wash very few in Russian Trap. Wash all day.

Thursday Jan 9, 68
John brings in one partridge from his chases, a very fine carcase. He carries off one.
Get fish kettles to make some more soares.
Kuril makes two shovels for cleaning off snow and ice at the fish trap.
Yasov & Nodi go off on a ramble to Rovu.
Kuk — in considerable suffering all day from headache & asthma.

Friday Jan 10, 68
Rain! Schiesska has a collar for the traps. Kuril cuts willow to set it with. Have a bath. But it is so warm that a perfect show is dropping from the roof. Evening.
Poetka & Kaszy arrive with the schiesskas.
pretty wet & very tired - He broke
the moora somewhat in the dark
ness - Andre is still at Woolly sat
up Barratora - Sidokas moora
was so small that Peetka threw
it away, and Woolly satux gave
another which he brought.

Saturday Jan 11, 1888

Morning, Warm +34, Unpreceden-
ted weather totally different
from last & previous years.
Grishka lies up a sedelka, but
one more is needed to finish up
the trap - Kurill cutting wood.
Pay Grishka for his work in full.
A large list of fish in the trap of
the Russians.

Sunday Jan 12, 88

Russian New Year's Day - 12th
night, The Russians fired two guns.
Kurill, Johnny & Peetka go off to
hunt stakes to place under the
fish trap will be set. Boil
the soup & Joy Kettle. Take
lunch with Ivan - Grishka
has gone off to Rayoukik before
finishing his work.
Monday, Jan 13, 1866

-10°. A little colder. Russell splitting lime trees all day for the fish traps. Put away some birds.

Tomorrow traps in two portions. Day after tomorrow will probably commence to set the fish traps. Evening, mend the old mottle. Peeta goes off to Sayoakas trap without saying a word to me for which I give him a good scolding.

Tuesday, Jan 14, 1866

Finish Peeta bringing wood today as they will be away all day tomorrow. I am not at all satisfied in regard to my health. Headaches, light fever, slight eruptions, and a painful swelling of some of the lymphatic glands lay me up every few days. I do not know what the reason is. I must manage to get to the Redocks and back in March, and down the river in time for the birds. My collection once over it safe. I am care less as to what may follow. Everything ready.
Wednesday Jan 15th

Kanille, Cebija, Poddoff, Nagolde.

The boys go down to the point to commence setting the fish trap. They get the ice all cut and the stakes down, a very good days work. But the kettles make biod which turns out frustrating. Looks both today yesterday was miserable.

Thursday Jan 16th

Kettle off to the fish trap and finish everything except pulling down the wood. Kanille sits on the sled and coming back one of the ice drizzles catches on a lump of ice, throws him off & gives him an ugly wound in the perineum. Dress it & put him to bed. It is unfortunate that we should both be laid up at the same time as there are only the two boys to do all the work of the house. Long need to get a proper bath, but best get them made.

Friday Jan 17th

Lay down all day, in considerable pain. Baked some rice for myself. Have a row with yakuly who is an old fool. Russians don't put the trap
Yakuty I saw before, go down to finish setting my traps. In three or four days I shall look at it. Got some fish & plenty I'm
made over thirds. We lay down with all day. Read a file of "Liberal Christians". Dean will come about up the river.

-9 Saturday, Jan 15

Follow line 50. Bint to set snares. The
nie gets one pheasant. You know he refused to give me the last he caught
as although my legs have nothing to eat & we are in the same boat,
but not in the same. These weather adds to sickness are very trying
snow. -5 Tuesday, Jan 19

Get some bulk of groat from the Pak
tian store. In a few days he will
leave to be gone 20 days or more
Traps he will go to Noorkahat but
I doubt it. Got some fish. Repaste
-3 Monday, Jan 20

We will manage to get to the fishing
in the morning and thank God bring
took six fish, which for the first
time is very good. They are all
Whitefish, three of them large. No fish in the Russian trap, just little in Zapata. Gave Ivan some tobacco and a candle for his trap. He is to get one little Koyan-Kunsky dog to take home if he can.

28 Tuesday Jan 21

Got some washing done. Bought a pot and after wood. Broke the kettle. Had a little better but very slowly. Read Zola's 'Civière all day.

29 Wednesday Jun 22

Tend to the fish trap. No fish yet. I don't know what I shall do to feed my dogs if the fish don't come in more vigorous. Either there are very few fish in the river or the weather or something else is at work keeping them out of the way. 'Whoa' won't last much longer, and if there is no fish the dogs must starve. I must get my basket up again so that the boys may die or live as may happen.
Thursday, Jan. 28, 66

No fish today, I don't know why. I went out to set snares, as starvation is staring us in the face. Rain & south wind - blowing. Evening 32°. Got a squirrel & rabbit goes out & shoots a rabbit.

Friday, Jan. 29, 66

17 fish in the trap, comprising salmon, trout, bock, suckey, and two kinds of white fish. Soon I hope there will be plenty of fish. The trap has done very well so far + 28 a very heavy snowstorm. Got a bath, wrote to father in evening. Feel rather better than I have done.

Saturday, Jan 29-66

Jim & Russell go out & bring back two partridges, 4 rabbits, and some small birds. +3°, raining a little, about nine feet of snow so far. Skin a partridge.

Sunday, Jan 30

+3°. Raining all day - 1 fish only in the trap. Russell & Jim go off after rabbits bring back two, and three partridges. Skin three birds. We weather entirely different from last year.
Monday Jan 27 1868

147. The house is after word and I got some washing done. Buy some washing from night a change of weather, N wind, a fine. I hope the next that we are going to have some cold weather. Some egg & veni tail soup. Well better than for shoe times.

Tuesday Jan 28 68

13. Cold clear. First fine day this winter. Kurill goes to the fish trap when to hie eagle traps. Brings back 12 fish, a cattle, a black pine goose, & a whiskey jaw. I aew them in the evening. If the fish dont come out better now, I shall start with Major when Ican get back from the Rebek as I must get some flour, & the rice can up, and then if I cant feed the dogs, why they must advance. The snow is hard now, with a good coat fit for travelling. It is too bad not having any dog feed.

Wednesday Jan 29

Morning, clear, wind from 15. Peeta brings me in a rare fish.

Buy 12 bairds from Kurill - No. 4

Johnny so after wood - About
mon five Indians came from Tahlequah and Ivan hired help and his sleds from Cherokee territory. He brought back only a black bear skin and no lynx nothing else. I think he wouldn't get to Muskwa-
ted Thursday, Nov. 30

Only one fox in the trap skin a
bird. Toward evening had an
attack of intense pain I was a sleep
less night.

Friday, Dec. 1

In my back all day can't move for
pain. Take a Revson powder at night to
sleep better. Major comes in to see me
Saturday, Dec. 2.

Feeling better but still can't move about
much. Only a small piece in back. I
must get well & start for the Red But
about the middle of June this month.
Kvasnicka's permission for Pasipke to work on the sled on company time. To pay him, of course, there three kid label and keep away a lot of specimens.

Monday Feb 8, 1888

Morning. Kvasnicka & Pasipke go after, rich with track what is needed for the sled. Johnny Poetka go off after a deer whose track is in the Mutabo River but he is far away, by this time. About 3 P.M. there is a commotion as some body says Stepanoff is coming. About 4 P.M. arrives and proves to be Farnersoff, dukeen, and aloshka with two sleds and 12 dogs, from the Redoubt. They bring a little bag of oil for Ivan and a key of molasses & some salt for a present for Stepanoff for me. Of course they didn't come taking these things merely. I asked for

maas if any post had arrived from Sitka. I they said they didn't know which I know was a lie. But I afterward hear a rumo to the effect that it has arrived.
that the Russian Co is wound up and all hands to go back in the spring, the obels to begin as soon as the ice leaves.

That the Russians will not go to Nuklukachyet in the spring and Ivan is to start day after tomorrow for the Redoubt instead of Yagur. Part of this is bad news for me for if the ships come very early I shall not have time to make as large a collection as I wish below and if they do not go to Nuklukachyet, how am I to move home shall I sit Johnny home? Monday Oct 4th

Buy a pair of water boots for Kurilla from Lukien. He tells me that the Russians will all leave in the spring that Pavloff will go to Nuklukachyet in the spring & that Americans are expected here then. He offers to sell me 40 markers. They won't leave till day after tomorrow. Kuppurkomets are coming back from the hills as there are no deer. Paspillote at
Both today at work on the Steep, a fish in the trap after standing three days—

Wednesday, Feb 5

Curtis & judges have concluded to go to Koyukuk and see if they can reach away from, and then come back and go to the Kedulk with Arron Jorginsky so at the same time although I had rather go alone—Fellowbus brings me ten partridges from the ambush—Johnny gets more—Both of us dependent to give for dinner but not having been soaked it is very salt, but an Indian to the up of Wonder for me as one of mine is a bad one I make bread.

Thursday, Feb 6

Set fish in the trapli like I Carr wrt Off to Koyukuk—Get my dog whose wounded, got dry Kamianioo saved. I have many misgiving as to my journey for I get too slowly and I fear I may get worse & break down on the road. But it can't be averted in any way I can see.
Friday Feb 7
Bath. Feel much better than for several days. Processed eggs in house powder. Make bread in the evening for the crew for the road. The Russians expect which the boat goes back from Neklyayevsk to make a rest, put all three path on 4th and then the boat in the river, whichever it may be.

Saturday Feb 8
Manny, the boys go out with all the good oars and beat the willows for rabbits and king fish. 5.15 fish in the trap. Get 12 fish from 7 bottles + 1 from Parentoff. Better in the morning & wrote again at night. Finish writing very smoothly + 12 letters for evening.

Sunday Feb 9
Finish my names. Small fish out + kills one rabbit + 3 canvas lures. Also a fine of Harvard + 3 clay goes there back from Temrzhka. Then them in the evening, got a woodpecker + two squirrels.
Monday Feb 11 11

Morning 14 fish in the traps. The Russians are setting a new trap near mine. I let 1 Box and 2 boxes for Koyukuk come in. Two up there few anomshores. Dog enhanced in the prospect for the road. Yel Majesty to take charge of my fish trap while I am away. 

Secunka came over from John's last night.

Tuesday Feb 12

Kokta & Bethine 10 after wood
Boil last hours to clear them.

Bake bread. Fish dinner today.

Get fish soon. Cameron off will be here tomorrow and the day after we must start for the Redoubt.

Wednesday Feb 13

Cameron & Tucker arrive. Will leave day after tomorrow. I shall probably go with them. Paskit Koff has finished the sled and after a walk with old Ivanigone.

I succeeded in securing Tucker for the trip. 18 fish in trap. Pack supplies & empty can to lake to Redoubt.
Thursday, Feb. 13, 60.

Get out tonight and a good for any trip to the Redoubt. He says we will change the age to. Take or what for it he said. A leg on foot I make of things to be well to have a choice a choice of things for the road. Everything plus the old I deliver things ready for the one each other season.

Friday, Feb. 14.

Start late with a heavy dog and dogs. The first you handled on top. Walk about five miles of the way on snowshoes [sic] feel very tired. Two months on my leg or nearly one has made me very week. Left on the sled the rest of the way. The Russians take some flesh from the dogs on their way. We have behind us their sleds are light. Their dogs last longer. Reach Woolly station on foot about 2 P.M. Conclude to divide the food and put the heaviest parts to 2 men. Stop in the 7th. 9. A.M. The Russians out down my house to make a fire in the other.
Saturday Feb. 16. 40
Leave 6 o'clock eating before sunris.
The Russians take some whale
from a cache on the big islands.
Camp on the parsonage by the
big house not a great way from
Colo. A little snow in the
afternoon. Feel very weak
athy but not unwell particularly
by thank God for it

Sunday Feb. 17
Leave early, drank tea near the
warm spring - Pack up now
the parsonage and camp just
the other side of Beaver Lake -
have to dig down nearly
six feet to make our camp
in the snow. To a person
coming from a distance; the
smoke of flame coming out
of the hole in the snow when
warming gas was invisible
with the black spruce in the
back ground; must have lost
like the month of Interme
fit in the sled all day.
Knees very cold, almost frozen.
Monday Feb 17 67

Start early. Drink tea at Evans barabara. Push on by Japhtuo River. Relieve Sopka & m to old Mukunk where the Russians turn off but being ahead of us we don't see them & push on by the Indian road to the New Village at Mukunk where we arrive about dark. Buy a cable, pair of snowshoes & a pair of boots. The time I have made today is as good as ever was made over the pass where by anybody & perhaps a little better. My dogs were poor & was heavy. I went not over and above food.

Tuesday Feb 18

Start late and reach New Mukunk about 10. Get my two dogs, some fish, and a piece of meat. The Russians catch it here and we push up chi peel about half way to that place & Unadale.
Reach Unalakleet about 3 P.M. the last part of the road very bad. Tank tea to go out into the village with Makushka and after some trouble succeeded in getting an Indian sled to go to the Reindeer as our sleds are quite unfit for that 100—are bill fore we shall have to go by the land route which I never so last autumn. Let us hope for the best.

Wednesday Feb 19

Rice lake, 1/2 lb. of sugar 2 bread loaves 1 can of Makushka. Long legs of deer meat 1 can venison. Make a mess out of the fish. Sell the bag of oil now at Unalakleet to little Makushka Fox 10 cables to be delivered in the spring. Mr. Baker besides Pitch into bear plenty. Sold better than for some time.

Thursday Feb 20

Morning. We start from Unalakleet. It goes over driving fox food mostly tundra and by the beach to Tynamoo. From 7.
Saturday, Feb 19

Leave early, half past seven, I reach Kinigarvork about the middle of the day. Have a fine meal in the cabin. Buy two bundles of frozen provisions to feed dogs. Sleep in the cabin which is very comfortable.
Sunday Feb 23, 68

Have Regiments late and about
never reach the Redoubt. Very
cold sitting on the sled, and half
frozen when we arrive. Take
a bath for which we are
just in time. Tea with Leonid
afterwards. He is on a bash
and on account of the small
number of guns brought by Cam-
croft and Pavloff. See Yakut
I secure three good dogs for the
back trip, and may get another
from Leonid. Drink him for a per
ki. See Alanyar who promises to
mind my spectacles. I came tomorrow

Monday, Feb 24

Get a parka & boots of Yakut.
Also a pair of deer skin
breeches from Chakounin, as
I nearly froze my knees
sitting on the sled with only
cloth breeches & drawers as
get my glasses from Alanyar
Buy a sled of Yakut. We
shall probably leave girls
Pavloff Thursday morning
for Unalakleet. Gregory Garboff will stop there. Chachomins and another will go to Nulato with us. Came back from cleaning of park for 7 boys.

Tuesday Feb 25

A terrible wind blowing. The Russians went out at 7 o'clock last night. Consequently nothing done today and Hepanoff out of town; very reasonably. However as I asked his permission before I gave it to them; and told him how much I loved, I don't think he can complain of me. Damn the liquor, I wish it was all poisoned before it got here. But if I didn't give them a little now I think they would steal it, and it is the only way I can get some absolute necessary here. In a few we shall have a bad roads going back. The wind has doubtless spoiled the ice beyond Kipikichuk. Promise Hepanoff to give the men more liquor, and after ward refuse offers of 72 cates and vodka without much, & 50 rubles for a bottle, to keep my word
Wednesday Feb 26th
Get a dog from Yesska Ivanhoff. Get my Goods from the store—
to the amount of $25.00 leaving
me on hand $133.70 in stepanoffs
hands—Will leave tomorrow
with Ivan, Stabounin, Matson,
Tarrento Ivanhoff, and Lola—
Buy of Cormone parts of popoff &
pay him for the dog and the killer.
Stepanoff makes me a present
of a pretty comb made of fossil
mammoth I very

Thursday Feb 27th
Start about 9 a.m. Leave a par
kin with andranoff & a collor
with Belgressoff. Have a very
poor roads with high bat warm
winds and met ice that we
can hardly stand up in—Reach
Regietlowic about 1 P.M. and
left in the casing for the last
time I hope. Feed the dog with
popoff when we—tomorrow
hope to meet Andre at Topen
cike, Bad weather & probably a
good deal of snow on ground
Friday Feb 28

Past into & pass goteeves all day.

noon. Chilled feet. Many malms. Also near the islanders. See illimniak.

bubber near goteeves & part time

some tobacco. Go round stolito.

Point on the ice, an unusual

thing as it is rarely good enough there & nearly not area

where we spend the night at 5 P.M. Buy a deer skin & a

piece of wolf skin.

Saturday Feb 29

Leave. Started early and our very bad ice reach Unalakleet.

Before noon I felt more unwell

than since I left Nakato. Pay

Charbonier for his breeches, take a dover powder & hung in

Break the yakutia sled in the

morning, thinks it next day

Sunday March 1

Buy a parki for Reet ka & 1

for my self & a pair of

boots for him. Get sled

mented. Set out store &

load two sleds at night
Pay Ostransky. Got 22 ukali from
him. 20 of mine have disappeared
nobody knows where. These Rus-

sians will all steal & lie. Ivan
Pavloff & steppeoff are the only
men I know of them in the
country that want steal & they
have told me any number of

helpful lies.

Monday Mar. 2. 65

Morning pretty easy. Leave
Chulaklat. Feel lukkose joy
back to Matagwa. Chieftain half
way to New Alukuk, which I
place we reach about 2 PM
in the bitudz & on the edge
tof the clump & buy a lot
of ukali. Sleep in Mataguas
house. One of Indians told
here, I shall take with a
horse. Andre hopes to steal
him 9 things as he looked very
mean, when I lecturing him on
the subject, before all the Indians.

Tuesday Mar. 3

Late last night. Pavloff's shed broke
down at the first joltage beyond.
New Unukul. The Russians leave us and pass me. Chatomin excused to take one of my slats from here as he has so much baggage that I can not carry it. Left a young fellow from Unukul to take it, and take the heaviest slats as English are my self. Knoll cuts out a new number of green thongs, we meet the old I push me. Haun tilce wife & a lot of whales come along & I buy them fifteen. Push and though we do not know it at the time, pass the Unukul and camp just beyond the Unukul. A strong wind & pongo.

Wednesday May 4

Push on past Ilina narrows nearly to Beaver Lake and finding an old Indian camp we clean it out & camp there. The weather could hardly be worse - the wind blows the tiponas over two or three times, so much of the worst kind & of we were not among the trees it would be impossible to travel.
Thursday, March 6th.
Weather of any thing worse. In the clear spaces between the clumps of trees nothing can be seen. The wind is a gale dead ahead and the air full of snow. Conclude as there is a clear space some ten miles long just past Beaver Lake to remain where we are for the day.
The Russians came up during the day and pass on to the extreme edge of the trees where they camp about two miles ahead of us.

Friday, March 7th.
Weather clear and wind gone down. Pass the Russians early in the day. Leave a little far up the river beyond the Russians with us. Five or six packets.

Saturday, March 8th.
Push on over a very bad road. Chi post at Jacksells Gap and finally reaching the Shenandoah. Bounds and camera about ten miles above opposite upland on the river. Sleep little from the intense heat.
Sunday Mar 3, 1867

Plat early and keep right up stream or out swimming will be wonderfully salutary but chi feels nearly opposite that place there is no road and we cross them up into small drifts by the way has a croat which trebuie under the feet but not uses the snow shoe which makes it very hard walking get my dep авгé treacher and start perfectly plump in sweat from showing the way but the cold wind always ahead strikes on chills to the very bones on the slightest attempt to rest. Quitte wore a drive stop at Senoia Point and drink tea again just as the sun sets. Giving my ski to an Indian I can be free of the dog to rest the muscles of my arm and back. Reaches Muts after dark about 8 P.M. Cache the canoe. Find all right in the house. Change all my clothes immediately. Chi left with them and like in that press a sleeping might as I am too tired and perhaps to close it.
Monday, March 6th

Every body too tired to do anything so we had
nothing in consequence at dinner

May Bashkoff for his 2nd + 1st month
from home - 4th some signs from Young
sha which he had come for some three
months - got a good hot bath

Tuesday, March 7th

Make bread which turns out poor
The oven is broken so that all the
hot air escapes. Get Yacoo to
 Mend it. So fish in the Trap.

Very little in the Rennvzw Trap.

Wednesday, March 8th

Sent the dog after wood. Day after
tomorrow they will leave for
Uncalucklet. Get Emmac to make
a pair of boots for Em. - Yet
some waiting done.

Thursday, March 9th

Write to Atharee that I send him
a Pakutt & 2 Indian dog. To send
back word of their safe arrival I
also sent boots, warm Yacoomka,
your skin of oil and spread me
the rest of my. Bashkoff fish
et fish in the trap.
Friday, Mar 13, 1866

Flaxman & Blackbird leave with the
Zigzag early in the morning. Also Belina
and Sam most of the day, drawing
out lead to make shot. I shall have
to make all my shot by hands this
year, a great job. Am going to make
candles of deer fat, of which I have
a lot on hand, but Paskleff to make
as much. Shall try to make soap, but
the ashes here are very weak in alkali. Take a bath today.

Saturday, Mar 14

Fish in the trap. Make 3 candles
which burn very well but they are
not very hard and easily broken; the
deer tallow being softer than or-
dinary candle grease. A small
portion of my soap today failed
off having been frozen on the road.
The mail of my right great toe
has also decayed, might its vitality
having been destroyed by the con-
tinuous wear of the shoes these days.
Got some traces from the shoe but
it is very bad, hardly fit to wear
and this is a great discomfort time.
Sunday, March 15th

Bound lead into bass and draw into wire to make shot; all day Johnny & Reelke go out hunting but get nothing. Fed the dog and make about five hundred shot. It is very tiresome work & I have got to make some fifty lbs of shot this spring.

Monday, March 16th

Killed 40 bears & cut wood all day. I make shot in the house; about 80 lbs.

Tuesday, March 17th

36 fish, ten beavers, in the trap. This is glorious. Can feed the dogs & ourselves without trouble if this holds on a month longer. One of the mordas is broken & I find on looking for them that the Russians stole all my fish trap wood while I was away. Yet some ready split from yapsha the chief offender & tomorrow one of the nabobs will tie up a new morda. Make a few lbs of shot and in the
afternoon make a small window sash to hold two panes of glass to replace the gut window, as it is getting to be warm weather and soon will be Spring. Has not been below zero for several days. Pashikoff pretty sick.

Wednesday May 18.

Put the glass in the window. Make shot & roll it in the afternoon.

Johnny makes me some balls with Kuriel saw through an immense log 2 ft. 9 in. in diameter which is one of six he has brought today. Roll shot.

Evening make another sash for two more panes.

Thursday May 19.

Morning put in my glass. It is a great comfort to have the sunlight come streaming in after having been shut up in a box, as it were, all winter looking neither in nor out with the gloomy gut window cutting off half the light. The glass was a present from Isaac.
a Mahlemut Indian at Unalakleet. Run my old rifle balls into bar to make shot. Yet a lot of goods from the store today as to tomorrow the papers go by steamer to the Redoubt—Buy 6 loaves of bread from Paspitikoff. The flour I got from the Redoubt is literally half straw & husks. Toast bread as black as a hat and quite impossible to raise unless after which diminishes only one half.

Friday May 20


Saturday, May 21

Only ten fish in trap. Put down a new moose last time. Beat out lead all day. Peetka & all the other Indians staying here left yesterday on a hunting excursion after rabbits.
Sunday, Mar 22, 1867
Beat lead all day into bars to make shot. Run all through my wood. Made dumpling pot dinner. Evening Kuntl goes out to his barrack to try & shoot a black fox which has been prowling around here for a week or two.

Monday, Mar 23
The Russians take my dogs to bring wood. Beat lead & cut it into bars & hammer the bars into bolt to draw into more 16mm shot. Drove about 40 hogs & beat up 30 or 40 more. Everyone all working at it. Break my bone for drawing the lead & get Paul to help to make another.

Tuesday, Mar 24
Rukovitskaa & brother Ivan & Serabati come with three dozen loads of rabbits. But about 20 of them. Cut up all the lead & have drawn & got it ready for rolling 15 & 18 in trap. Ivan did not bring my gun but left.
it where he has been hunting-
for which I gave him a good eye. These Indians are uncomblin

Wednesday March 25

Today, three levels with rabbit
meat came from Komorkuk Bay
at about 75 rabbit for powder ball
Buy 3 loads of powder or 2 balls
Make shot with the new
Stone Paspilhefag made for me.
Tomtom arrives from Uphala
Baptist bringing me a note from
for triangui and a few of words.
My dog arrived safely but
some washing done—very warm

Thursday March 26

A little snow falls. 26 fish
in the trap which is doing better now. Make shot all day
Draw out about 15 lbs of lead
Pay Comrath for her two birds
Tomorrow all the Indians leave
Tomtom left today. He'll a good deal
better now. Beginning to get a little
flesh in my bones which were
hearty hard—poor sickness from
had warm me down to a skeleton.
Sunday, May 27th

Make shot all day. Kapak saw wood & pulled out shot
Have my shot which I have finished, weighs 1 ton. I have 25 lbs. Must make
50 lbs to go down the river with 1 ton to see here.

Saturday, May 26th

Pull lead all day. Drew out about 16 lbs. - 20 fish
in trap. Squinter & another Indian come from Dakastuk.
Johnny makes ball in the afternoon. He is an un-
stable but young rascal &
has never thanked me
for anything I have done
for or given him. He
doesn't like to work &
I shall not greatly regret it
when he is safely en route
for St. Moron.

Sunday, May 29th

Make shot all day. Kapak
cuts wood & goes out the river.
Beautiful warm clear weather.
Monday March 29

Draw out lead in the still. Pas pilkoff puts a new bottom in to my alcohol case. The old one is completely rotten away. Kurill is unwell & feebly.

Spite off goes to the fish trap with Kurill. 26 fish. Make shot in morning, will some be done. Set a mousetrap & catch two mice or rattus shrews. Set a field trap for ermine near the post and catch one, a little beauty.

Tuesday March 31

Stenman gets and thin ermine in the trap. Must be many of them here abouts. Set another mousetrap. Kurill hanks wood. Cut up lead for shot. Have made about thirty pounds fo goose shot. I must make as much more for ducks and large snipe. Wine Aurora.
Thursday April 2, 68

my feed is plenty good. I have about 200 whitefish, frozen, 60 or 60 sucki - 30 rabbits and 20 partridges, besides a piece of deer meat, plenty of fat - a few bowls in a bag's Beluga oil, two bags of flour and a few other staples in the store. This is refreshing and I can sleep well without fear of starvation - 20 pack 12 bags. I'll call that - Beluga oil arrives.

Friday, April 3.

Minna writes a lot of short letters. Her book has nearly spoiled the pen. It is a smoky book. Belish has taken Nuss to see someone for his wife. She came with him. He bought me two fine cables. A piece of reindeer meat - some beautiful fat boiled from deer meat. It is very sweet as butter. Buy 25 mice of two species from a small Indian boy. I use the one grassed, finish all my short digging about 2 1/2 bags. I thought to last till 3 felt to the Beeg.
Saturday April 20 just on trap. Baidarshik goes with Kwist to look at it. Their memory is so on the run. Clean the snow off the roof as the house is leaking badly. Russian Palm Sunday.

Sunday April 20.

Make bullets .250 which with about 200 I have in hand will be plenty for my trip. Cut ditches to let off the water in the yard which is full of dung dirt. the Russians too lazy to clean it out. House leaking like a sieve. Kwist & Johnson cut wood in P.M. Whatever may be his faults I can esteem, give him a clean certificate on the wood question. Very warm & pleasant weather, a very early spring.

Monday April 21.

Get my hair cut short by Parny. Long hair in this country is a great nuisance winter or summer. Kwist goes to the trap & gets 26 fish. The Russians with five traps get only 45. Two died from dysentery.
Tuesday April 7, 76

Morning, start out with Johnny to attempt to scale the North Cliff after a crow's nest & eggs which are there. Get to within about 15 feet of it but the risk is too great and we come back empty handed - fall down about thirty white fish -

The warm weather will soon spoil the fish on hand - Get clothes washed - Philcar army and gives me about 30 lbs. of meat in return for 20 rounds of powder I gave him in advance. O deserve to this, I keep refusing to give any more, so I go up in the cache & get out about ten pounds more myself - These Indians can't do this square thing, to save their souls.

Wednesday April 8

23 fish in the trap. Take a bath.

Tomorrow begin the Easter prayers of the Russians. Thin bread & tea. Late night. Jack moves, Monday leaves.
for good. Am7diance well out of
Start making my sails. Make great
which turns out splendidly. There
down a lot of white fish as the
warm weather is fast approaching.
Then boil down some muskeg
& 5 lbs of sugar from Chukchima.
Skin & birds - Weigh my shot
have made about 61 No. 34 G
iron shot and 86 G duck shot in
Russian weight.

Friday, April 10
32 fish in trap. Two brooks, 6白斑
tuckers, 12 blankets. The Russ-
ian five fraps got next to nothing.
A lot of Indians arrive from Koyuk
hke.

Saturday, April 11
Easter Sunday. The Russians -
Clean two guns thoroughly, don't
do much of anything all day,
except work over the sail and
skin a large gray owl.
Sunday April 10

Buy a small cat. Catherine expects to unite and label them. 18 fish in the trap. One more having come untied by accident. Kuskul makes a pie of meat & rice after the Russian fashion which turns out very well.

Evening. Some Indians who left the fort 3 days ago came back after the fort gate is closed and say that they hear a sound of cutting trees further up the river, as if a large number of men, and try to be let in, as they are afraid. The Neapolitan prisoners have come down to fight the Russians & Kopyukins.

The Russians and all hands know of the threats made last autumn & winter by the Neapolitansky and naturally feel a little uneasy. I think it will amount to nothing but these occasional scares only call to mind the fact, usually ignored, that we are like men standing over a powder mine, only a small piece needed to scatter us like dead leaves.
Monday April 13

The Indians all leave for Keyou
hit nothing having occurred
to break the general tranquility.
Yet another large gray owl
and an ermine skin from some
Indians who probably did the
chopping which startled us yesterday
night. The Indians call this owl
Noble-Tail or the heavy walker, it be-
ing very awkward except on the
wing.

Tuesday April 14

85 fish in the trap, mostly suckers and blanket fish. White fish
are scarce now. Buy a Keyou
kenski dog for a pattern of drake
of a Mackenzie dog. No is a bright
little fellow. but rather wild as yet.

Wednesday April 15

An Indian arrives with two
large owl skins very badly made
& two owls. I will go out
shooting to bring in your black
green & one owl. I cannot
skin any more of these owls as
they take up too much room and
the bidarva will be timely created as it is a very strong gale in the afternoon day & breakfasted

Thursday Apr 16
25 feet in the trap - snow which soon melts a great deal of water on the ice near the banks. Skin a porcupine & cut - must get some from Brown to make sure for the spring trip - taken 26 day

Friday Apr 17
Got a good bath. Found & a deal Indians arrive from sogakak bringing me some brochins & 2 cables which I return to them as the Russians naturally object to my buying their taste, although I have as much right to do so, as they have. Cloudy
cold & windy all day

Saturday Apr 18
20 feet in the trap. Skin two seals & web. Hunted with wood & brings news for a meal & can for the bidarva. Cold weather again everything frozen as it is probably the last cold snap
Sunday, April 19th 1868
Dewill brings our wooden canoe from the island where it has been laying since fall, seem has the impudence to claim it as his, when he has certain knowledge it was bought & paid for last fall. New out two runs. The Russians working over their bidarra clump for their raft, which last will he a failure I think.

Monday April 20th
20 fish in traps. Clear & quite cold - set a tetasses for crew with small heads. Russians leaving board for the raft. Puttillaq & Family depart for the small river to set rabbit snares. Afternoon all the Tukishskiy Indians including Sidrka & Mekunka & their natives Mokyl, Saliny & Mikhailka have them all in to tea & change my plans so as to take Tukishkas rabbit skin instead of Lesam in the spring.
Tuesday, Apr. 21, 68
Kurile hears out rear & most for the bidarra. Look for my
buff canoes but they are
still covered with his snow.
I would most likely be infuse
if I let them out
now. In the afternoon
Chabornin makes an unpro-
vided assault on Zekunka in
the Russian eastarm. This
Chabornin is a convict of a
great crude. The Indians
are very angry. I threaten to
leave at once, but Zevem
smokes it over. Give yet
at Zekunka & send to be-
ake to feed during the sum-
mer. Feel an old

Wednesday, Apr. 22
12 fish in the trap, very small &
lean. There will be no fish
for the water in the river is
rising and will carry away
the trap. Get a bag of flour of
Ivan. Russians have laid the
keel & will get their bidarra.
Thursday Apr. 23
at a top of flour from Jane and
make bread for subsance for the
road. Runle makes an ear for
the Indians and finishes the mast,
make a pulley for it. Day cold but
clear & fine.

Friday Apr. 24
Bath today. Bread turns out well
make about 60 lbs. When cold
we cut it into slices & dry it in
the oven till it is perfectly hard.
This is what the Burrangang call
subsance & is a fair substitute for
hard biscuit. We have while traveling
get a beautiful snow-bread; just
like those plentiful at home in
winter, and also it. Buy a
little meat & a small egg from
an Indian just arrived from the
youwhuk.

Cold North wind all day.

Saturday Apr. 25
Do nothing of consequence but
Dry subsance all day. Evening
Peekke brings a hawk with an
egg in the evening & a lot of
ostriches with rabbit arrive.
Sunday, April 26th.

In the morning I went up the river about five miles with Peetka and Johnnie and got the eggs out of the nest of the hawk he killed yesterday. There are two of them but they are both broken by freezing during the absence of the parent. I try my best to get into the crow's nest but the risk is too great to lose my eyeglasses for which I am very sorry as I cannot replace it.

Monday Ap. 27

Neat Johnnie down the river to get some hawk's eggs which are beautiful as reported as being steve. We return with the male bird and 3 eggs. On the course of the day the winds change from North to South East, and about 4 PM a flock of geese the first of the season come from the direction of the Buffalo River and fly across to the other side of the Yonker.
Tuesday Apr. 25 1866
quite a heavy fall of snow in the night. It will soon melt however
continues through the day rendering work of any kind
cut duties impossible. Ten
fish in trap.

Wednesday Apr. 26
snow & night winds continue
set a fur cover made
Kurill splits wood. Got
2 crows eggs from an In-
dian & a pretty snowbird
make bread for zukare.

Thursday Apr. 27
Day cold & stormy. Miserable
weather. Afternoon Kurill kills the
first goose thereby winning a pound
of black tobacco which I had offered
To whoever should kill the first
goose. It is a black tern with breath
in its mouth. It was sitting in the Nutate
River. It is very lean & poor.

Friday May
Morning early Kurill goes out
and kills the first duck of the season
a golden eye. quite fat - which
The old man's Vision -

I had a vision once, my son,
When the wing-footed hours of Youth
Sank swiftly by, nor had begun
The struggle between Wealth & Truth
To rule the term of my life.
And guide my steps through worldly strife.

I wandered idly on the plain,
Half listening to the cheerful birds,
Half gazing at the yellow grain,
Half noticing the peace and herbs.
Yet feeling in that lovely spot
The absence of - I knew not what.

I lay beneath the olive trees
And watched the far-off Appennines
Flowers lend fragrance to the breeze
That hastened from those dreamy plains.
And snowy peaks and forest glen
To revel in the rich perfume.

So slumber stole upon me there
Beneath the silver olive leaves.
Couches among fern and maiden-hair.
A journey from the harlot-cheers

I skin - Poor, smoky bath today,
But a snowbird but little injured
make a case for him, but he died
in the course of the day - I
have a grand many kidnappers of
them - Built the fence for dinner

In the afternoon a Tahitian
dingy Indian brings me two dozen
shells, more than a pound.
This is a very welcome addition
to our dinner as the game & ducks
have not yet arrived in any
numbers and we have nothing
but salt fish & rabbit in the
store. The last so old as to be
hardly fit to eat. Skin 11 birds.

Saturday, May 2, 68

Joiner on an arrives from
Fakarotu. Kuniti brings
the cows and goes out shoot
ing but kills nothing. Yager
to bring things from
& I knife. Evening pro-
posal to Kuniti to go to Fakarotu.
I see if he can buy a shortall
and come.

Majuroha & Luter start
tomorrow. I hope some wild-

And in a glory like a flame
The vision of an angel came
And opened to my inward sight
A panorama of the world
Tower and town, and castle bright
With glittering arms and flags unfurled
Where rattling drums and trumpet shrill
Burst through the stillness of the air
And, hallowed, brown; and velvet green.
When want and misery were wise,
Sickness strode in at every door.
Small mercy, if it left them life.
Who daily labored, as the slave,
Who droops into a welcome grave.
And as I wandered at the scene.
He put the question to me, there:
“Wha—

Sunday May 3rd.
Winds leaves again for Tahiti.
Taken Leewa, carry 4 Jack in
one of the N.N. 8:20 — will be
gone perhaps a week. May
old 4 supposed, come from Papeete.
Monday May 4th.
Morning go with R. before and
fished in the fresh crop. Fished
bodily in the hooches with a
moped skin for a sled. The water
is very high & strong and the
hooch is a little trouble. The
fishing will soon be done but
about 15 fish. Write & took
over labels in afternoon. Swans
and gulls seen today.

Tuesday May 5th.
Day warm & clear. Arranged
a lot of labels 1e. 9 to out &
shoot mice which are running
about in great numbers on
the banks. Kill 4 with a
bow & arrow. Afternoon.
Magasina arrives with a
few rabbits and fish from
Wednesday May 6

Johnny comes back with two gray geese. No sign of Kurilla yet. Some washing done and brought me a half a pint of blackberries. I get two other birds new to my collection. Johnny sleeps on the island.

Thursday May 7

Johnny comes back without anything, finds his camp off again, again uselessly as he gets nothing. Finally give it up. Put my tent up to warm. Tumbled up as the wind is very rotten and being so dry encamp at the Rehoud. Expect Kurilla but he don't come.
Friday May 6

Al night Paspikoff Chakowsnik
Dembshka leave for Reymont
To shoot grese if there are any
there as there are few around
here. Laid no Keville. Take a belt. Paspikoff & Young are making iron belts for the Saqat.
Offer to exchange a crowbar
for two packages to leave with
Kurile. But Ivan is in one
day's cross-grained fits and
doesn't want to do it.

Saturday May 7

Early in the morn Kurile
arrives with five muskets
and two deer hearts, 9 grease
and a duck, besides, 5 pairs
of marten & six pairs
of ermine shorts two fishhooks
and a small white gill in
good condition. From Daniels
Buy a black bear skull
from an Indian. The bear
was killed three days since
near the Shewan mountain
Johnny kills a duck, sent
a shoulder of venison in to Ivan.
Sunday May 10
At a few small birds. Runill goes over to the island and does not succeed in shooting any thing yestere night. They came and tomorrow will pitch it so that it will be water tight able to the passengers for a camp, worth at home two boats. Then a few birds.

Monday May 11
Runill starts off to the island below the fish trap to look by sense Clean out the tide thoroughly. Pitches the canoe. One small canoe. Get some mink skins dressed. We down to the Nelch River fishing but catch nothing. Runill comes back having seen no fish. John is with a vatin today.

Tuesday May 12
Duck was make bread. Look over the rocks for fossils but find some. Pin the wind paff pulley of the bidana mast
Wednesday May 13
Got a little cold again but some minkskins dressed. Got a new kind & skin three birds. Got two pianies from Ewan - the Russians at work on their farm which is nearly done. Finish my quest today. Kewill sets for Konakuk at night just before Petka arrives. There is a good deal of water & many geese & duck.

Thursday May 14
Get all the birds killed & labelled & begin to pack one large box to go down the river. Clear out under the bed & get every thing into a little better shape. Kewill comes back, the water being too high for them to reach Konakuk - Temoshka leaves for Takaiksky. Put my bidana in the water. The Russian pie is done but the kottak is very bad. Buy a small birch canoe for an axe. There are no geese & the Russians are living on bread & tea.
Friday May 15 68
Yet two new birds today a tern, and the beautiful Regulus calendar - or ruby crowned minnow - yet a good bath. Yet some old seabirds - shrimps three birds - very cold - very little water in the river yet. I fear it will be some time before the ice breaks up.

Saturday May 16
Morning warm & pleasant a few geese fly over. The cove swallows arrive, blue and white chats of small birds today. Yet the helmin out of the water, all it now a few patches on where the cork is chaffed and put it up on the cache covering it over with the skin of the little old windmill we went up the Missouri in last year which I shipped off for the purpose.

Sunday May 17
Skin 12 birds - white tail game, quail, a nest, also black hawk, Knell shut two geese and birds some sugar
to use on the road. Peetka Hovin
caught small birds walking about
15 specimens I don't know species

Monday May 18
Skin 13 birds, write to MacDougall
at Fort Yukon, will kill 2
goose - feel unwell all day, can't
sleep at night - Rheumatism or
something like it. Never can die
I'll pull through somehow.

Tuesday May 19
Morning skin 4 birds - label
pack a great many. Get birch
canoes mended. All hand fishing
on the island. Johnny falls
into the water, but escapes with
a good netting. Kill will kill a
goosehill crane and one goose
4 goes off after more geese in
the island. Kills 7 ducks and
a goose. Also a swan which fell
when it was impossible to get it.
He far up the Nulato River in
the after noon, yet to arrives
from Nulato. Mahaska is going
down the river to buy fish in
the spring. See 37 geese on the bee
Wednesday May 20, 1928

Today. Last year the Yukon broke up. This year it will be 10 or 12 days later. Snow followed by rain in the night raises the water a good deal. Manook kills a new owl. Goes leaves for cooking. A good deal of water came down during the day. The beach is well covered with snow yet sprinkles at intervals. Knill kills one eel. 44 lbs.

Thursday May 21.


Friday May 22.

Morning. Water very high compared with yesterday. Cold. Sunny. Bath today. The Russian raft is nearly finished. Still a lot of birds. The crane Knill killed yesterday. Knill and Johannie go over to the island and spend the night.
Saturday May 23
Cold south wind. Water steadily rising but very slowly. James says this is the latest spring for 16 years - always previous by about the 20th of April. The ice had left. Skinned birds. Skinned ducks and packed a lot for small traps in three gills. 3 duck feeders killed me a number of small birds. Paspikoff made my alcohol tank with a leak.

Sunday May 24
Morning. Made bread. Using the last of our flour. Made 10 loaves. Skinned 10 birds. Write out catalogue and labels. About noon the Mulake River ice comes down but not very much for the water is low. About half past four O'clock the ice on the Yukon starts, and moves slowly down about a mile but sticks on a sand bar and stops. We probably will get well underneath tomorrow. Marshall leaves for the island in the evening.
Monday May 25

Morning Kunih comes in with 6 ducks & a gosling - Work over the tidanna till the meat come looks, tie up the frames thoroughly and do everything needed except mending the seams which will be done when we are ready to start. See none very little during the day - After noon got a great many small birds - Skinned some 13 of them.

Several are new to my list.

Tuesday May 26

Ice still-packed fast - If my men were here I would start down the river in the water close to the bank and when the ice did not hand up and wait. This date last year, we started up the river. Now the ice is out yet broken up - Skinned 18 birds in a long day landed & ate alone them. Got my cases up to dry - Bined salt for the trip. 600 miles wind all day got some more birds and got to bed with a splitting headache.
Wednesday May 27, 68
River clear if ice near the foot above the blue stuck fast make balls for gunn's rifle - Pack scientific outfit for the trip - Skin birds - and catalogue them - Knoll goes over to the island in the evening

Thursday May 28
Morning go up to the little river - Look at the barrier of ice - Find an old canoe - Make a rough paddle - Cross the river - Send some good signals but the ice suddenly gives way - and the canoe and canoe once with the ice and water to the end of the point - on one side a perpendicular wall of rock - on the other a swooning mass of ice - Sake myself - the canoe - and the axe, which I left in a log on the beach - is in imminent danger of being car
med away—secure it, and, again across, look back. See the ice piled up over the beach against the rock at least twelve feet high, when I had been walking ten minutes back. Make haste to the fort meeting an Indian who came to look for me. Fearing I was lost in the ice, water rises at least three feet in an hour, and the Hudsonian raft is afraid a few more days will take me away. If the Indians and pack can't make enough for the ice, hard cake is more convenient than the fine sugar for the road. Put leather round the oars to prevent their wearing out.

Get a knife, sheath made. Ice is forming now in good earnest, rain and snow in the afternoon will swell the water which promises to be very high.
Sunday, July 19

\$0.00

Work all day packing for the trip.

Work all day packing up things and at night get every thing together so that I can start at any hour.

Friday, May 29th

Work all day packing for the trip, nail up and make waterproof a box of specimens, the number now amounting to about 1480. I had some 400 fish, some 300 birds, mammals, or fish. Yet Yagorsha to pitch my canoe again. Pay tobacco for various items of work, also for Anna, Sidorkas wife. I have been all day. Get things pretty nearly straight for leaving. Make a fly-pan handle and a chinky top.

Saturday, May 30th

Work all day packing up things and at night get every thing together so that I can start at any hour notice. Yet all the Russian stores out of the storehouse, so that it contains only my own food. When I leave I shall put a red clock on the door and do not think the Indians will trouble me. If any Americans come these are my things that will be of use.
Tuesday May 31, 1878

Ice still leaving. No sign of any Indians. If they do not come tomorrow, I may take Monday and start with him and Runk for Kalla, where I can get another Indian. Seioka arrives kills one small beaver. The saw

[Handwritten notes continue]

---

Monday June 1st

Early in the morning I am going to start and with Johnny Seioka, Seioka, Rosman, Leowakha, Zuche, Mapu, Passpiljoff leaves about 8 A.M. There is a good
...it is raining hard. Water rather low. Monday agreed to go in case the other Indians do not arrive in time. Shall lay and start tomorrow if the weather permits. About 3 P.M. the ice from the Koyon-As-As River, known for its peculiar thickness, caused some large waves and smash. Evans cannot get far today. Conclude finally to take Monday and leave his clothes at someKalakol. Made the beds and set everything ready for having tomorrow.

Tuesday, June 2.

No signs of Tzidado in his belt and so I take Monday, and get every thing together and about noon pitch off with a heavy load. Ran into the Kell at the head of Monday at the same. But my utmost exertions left me so weak that I cannot go long so I take the sleeping paddle and keep on. Chi-peek at the Shiman Mountain and shooting a gro...
June 20th. I am on my way to Nenana. I am very busy with my work, and there is little prospect of raising an Indian at Yakutat-Kalanek. I am not sure if there is anything I can do for the Indians there. I think I can keep him in order.

Start late. Leaving Maltese, I am surrounded by many people, including two Indians. I am not sure if there is anything I can do for the Indians there. I think I can keep him in order.

June 3rd. Passed the mouth of the Yakutat River. Camped in a fir grove, place not very far below. Weather a little better. In the afternoon the wind makes an attempt to blow hard, but is so weak it doesn't worry.
Thursday June 4

Start early and for a very short distance sail, but soon have to give that up as the wind comes up nearly dead ahead. So in to a slough which Kurill says is a short cut, but must a terrible wind which blowing against the current makes quite a sea and we cannot go over the peak here. Find fresh black bear tracks on the shore. Put back into the main river much to Kurill's disgust and find it much better going close to Yakutat sandstone bed. A large cliff running along the beach, but it takes to water I am lost. Camp at the Yack River leaving the birch canoe near the house and find no more tracks on the banks. Rain.

Friday June 5

Early in the morning kill a small-scale beaver from after push off and work my way hard...
against a strong head wind
about noon stop at a small
lake where Nim will kill two
land-mine geese. Chipped are
start on trip to camp at a
small river and then put
out again and finally camp
in a sand bar. The wind
is really tenable, with the
strongest current, and two
men pulling we hardly make
any headway at all. There is
a great deal of ice on the
lakes, and the water is very
low, so we often can hard
push to find a landing place

Saturday June 17

Instead, and pull along against the same
high head wind.到了 a small clough
adi front, and at once land. don't kill any
put out again. pass several old Indi
hones, and the only waterfall I have
seen before, a very small one - Camp
at a small brook. take all the food
ie out of the boat. put them on the
beach, wash her out and turn
her over on the beach to dry.
Sunday, June 7th 1st At 9

Start reasonably early, round the mumps and in a considerable rain; some d-ch wind and occasionally a small shower of rain. The pears about noon. We are about a gale; stop to rest at a small river and conclude to wait there till evening, when it may calm down a little. Pass Kmantlin today. Kill another porpoised and succeed in reaching Boar Point, where we camp at a small cove.

Monday, June 8th

Push on and about noon as we are nearing Anvik. See Indians on the bank. One of them gives me a small dog which I recognize as Sodari. A little further on meet him and about 30 other Mahlemuts, who are going to score the Torkun & Chikilub for fish. Chipsett at Anvik. Buy some currants, 2 mantins, some fresh fish. We push on against the contrary head wind with Isaac as a passenger. We camp on a small island. The Mahlemuts go on the other side.
Tuesday June 9

After eating we passed through a very big slough when we stopped. Then we stop at a small camp where I buy some berries fish and a small model of a bird cause. Push on my Kaskinkas village where the inhabitants are all gone to the mouth of the Chekeluk slough. Reach that place about 3:00 and find the Mahlenut-Bidarras there. Buy fish berries 11 make skins. (In the fall) a bunch of venison just killed, and a piece of fat. Telegzhik was here yesterday has gone up the Chekeluk. I will return by the rough road.

Wednesday June 10

Last night the Indians kicked up a row. I left the village went over to the other side. One of them would have shot me, but the others seized his gun. Cause I wouldn't sell them my alcohol for collecting. Buy two heavier skins, some deer saccate, meat & whale. Hunt kills a swan.
Thursday June 11th

Start pretty early, and with a strong current arrive about 10 am at the Mission. Meet the American Clay at the pier. The Pope is just about to leave, the mission is loaded and I go up the hill and look over the buildings and take notes of the stuff he leaves behind him, so somebody may want to buy it and he requested me to do so. He gives me an account of all his pains & toils, and tells me
Today.

He thanks me that he is going home.

To look at his tongue feels his legs.

And to him said hope - Milanowski

is quite sick; a hard cold in his

chest. I wonder complaint the last

in pneumonia here. Tell him my

watch for 10 tables. It cost me

$15.00 and the skins are worth

perhaps $200. Make him a present

of my busses pool, which he

has taken a fancy to. He gives

me eight loaves of bread - He is

a rather income fellow, and talks

of nothing but his various afflictions.

But the brescia up today, the goods

in the tent, and under the market

skin. Will leave probably leave

tomorrow night as the days are

hot. Very sorry to find that I can't

not get an interpreter here.

Friday June 12

Yet a yellow, but up black again.

A foot under my brown and shaggy

of a much needed. Great the

bidar's airs sharpen the ages.

Give Milanowski new needles, 2 cup

or so, some medicines, to fire him.
Saturday July 3 1875

I receive 16table spoons. 106 has no pockets, which he will sell when
he gets back up from the head. His Golden and Maltese
4.00.
12.00.
3.00.
2.25.
1.50.
2.50.
3.50.
3.00.
3.00.

goodbye and about ten we pull out and about 2 miles camp a
little further than the point at
the foot. This Goddess and Matron
12.00.
12.00.
4.00.
2.25.
1.50.
2.50.
3.50.
3.00.
3.00.
3.00.

Friday July 2 1875

...
Saturday June 12, 1886

Get some leeks for a lot of soup. Orce
Fireworks galore in a barrel of cannon

That night in a secret place
I set some powder in... Other birds in the distance
Blackberry knoll for village at

Monday June 13

Just rather late I put into a river
but very long and where we
finally emerge about half past
The boat there, Bill's galloe
and Artichoke, also some small fish
Meet a very strong headwind... Where
I put on a little further and
Camp at Egg River. Mount Soledad
Looms up high in the SE. Right cabins

Semi-Automated
Tuesday, June 16, 1868

Woke up to find that everyone had already moved through the water. We might have left the mast and sail at industry, then move the masts for it, and..."

Row against the wind some time and finally pass a bluff where we find some indications of some long 5-miles up - pass through a narrow channel which takes a Northward turn, and here for the first time are any other Chihuahua. Then to the north again, and sail a long way crossing and camping on the other side. No trees, only low willows and very little brush."

Wednesday, June 17

Start and sail gently along. Our guide who understands no Russian and none of us understand Spanish insists on crossing back again. I began to wonder what he is doing as the Kankakee plough is on the South Side and fear he is go-
my wrong and subsequent error proved I was right. On the
river, and let him know that we wanted to go to Kuduk.
To go back, would involve a good deal of trouble, and I had no
reliable chart as a guide. I therefore went back and let him
know that I wanted to see that part of the country, and the
Emperor's grove which adjoins there and was my special disfavor.
I was very much pleased at Pastouche
and I fear I may not get it at all -
I might have got my own place there as
plenty there. All now round of an
The main 9 expected
to take, died; and another shipped
to pick, telegraph took up the ship
dock. But it was no easy
over swift mists, and returned

Thursday June 16.

Next day. Stop at several small
beaches and find large numbers
of tree ducks, quail & umpires.
Kill two tons and a beautiful
diver, see the Emperor Jones
but can't kill it. Part of the
time ever in considerable
uncertainty as to whether we
are in the whaler proper or
not, but about dark turn up
all right, at Angangueo
tariffs. Take all
the goods & the anchor and
put up the tent. Stay here a few days. The
place is quiet deserted, Anganga
leaving gone to the Kuskokwim
to sell down salmon.

Friday June 19.

Catalgue & pack away, spend
one all day, which had been
collected on the road. The Indians go out shooting & bring back a beautiful duck & 2
Emperor Geese, beside eggs. Father birds. Rain hard in P. M. Move many trips from the
lend to the house. Blow about 5 dozen eggs 6 day crow duck pulls Father Day June 10

Morning. Finish my cataloguing work. Rest of the day, over birds
making Emperor Geese & bringing
10 or 20 eggs. Labrador kills a

magnificent male Emperor Goose.

The others keep in a few small huts
eggs I some half. Very half fair

Sunday June 21
Skin the large gosling duck & some
other birds. Pack away. A lot of speci-
men and label & catalogue my first mis-

shot of four birds: five ducks and

three. The eggs today I have collected
such for about 125 eggs different species.

If we still work all alone making
bird skins, I shall be glad when it
is over and my eyes fall. I have
to for done as well as I could expect
Monday June 22, 66
From a few birds, have the bathhouse heated & all hands take a bath & change clothes, very much needed to keep the eye. Send all the men out hunting in the afternoon if the weather is fair and I let through my work to have for Pastruki tomorrow. The Indians come back with a good lot of fish. But that careless rascal Monday has lost the hammer & [name] in my best gun. It is extremely aggravating but what can I do?

Tuesday June 23
In the night, Teleghik arrives from the Chaguluk. He only drinks tea and then pushes me to Pastruki. Mikrashoff is gone, probably to the Reunion to eat fish, as he has very nothing of mine. Bought about a 100 dozen for me while he was away at Pastruki a few days to try eggs to and await Mikrashoff. Than I ordered a pack of fish. I pack up all my duds and about shows. Start for Pastruki with no wind and a new wind starts up immediately
Dear Home and All Friends,

Our journey to our final stop has been eventful. We have been on the move, and the weather has been mostly favorable. We have encountered some native tribes, who were quite friendly. They brought us some food, and we were able to trade with them. Their encampment is about a mile away from here.

We have also seen some birds of interest. A large flock of ducks was observed near the river. There is a small settlement about a mile away from here. We have been able to trade with them as well.

All day was very pleasant. The birds were not aggressive, and we were able to observe them closely. We have also seen some seals near the coast. The weather is quite nice, and we expect to reach our final destination in a few days.

Looking forward to your letters and photos. 

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Wednesday June 24

Early in the morning, a strong wind was expected, as it was unseasonal. However, the sky remained clear, and we were able to continue our journey. The wind was gentle, and we were able to observe some interesting birds. The settlement was about a mile away, and we were able to trade with them.

Thursday June 25

All day was very changeable. The weather was mild, and we were able to observe some interesting birds. No Indians were seen. We took a boat to the coast to look at some seals, and we were able to observe some interesting birds.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]
Good purchased at the Redoutt in July 1865

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red Hanket</td>
<td>24.10</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 pounds Yelkataky, d. 1/2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 stock loads</td>
<td></td>
<td>120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass buttons, 5 doz 1/2</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearl, 1 1/2 gross 24 1/2</td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 dog rings</td>
<td>7/40</td>
<td>19.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 rings</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 lb powder fine</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 1/2 lb coarse</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 yards cotton cloth, 1/2</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2th she</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ke soldiers</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 doth nails</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 seeth cap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 bags of flour &amp; the bags 2.75.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Bags flour &amp; the bags</td>
<td></td>
<td>137.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed bread, 1 pound g 1/2</td>
<td>128.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money shells (6 1/2/15 d)</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 1/2 Kidmoskins (1/6 d)</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 aequn. linen</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 hinges @ 2K</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 @ 40c</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 small cannon</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>676.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>128.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>118.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>276.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 dressed mos. skins</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 deer skins</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 part powder, ever</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>112.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>250.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>148.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pays me: R. 1284.47  Y. 250.60
Goods left in store, Mulato:

- Box counter boots, capes &c.
- Box scientific equipment.
- Box bottles and specimens.
- Six empty skins - one racoon skin.
- Two pelts or ice skates - new.
- 600 (more or less) rabbit skins.
- One hare skin blanket.
- Six old deer skins.
- 3 old bags - Two pair snowshoes.
- 1 Barrel containing a chumik.
- 3 Coffee mills. 1 pantam.
- One copper kettle. 1 mess kit.
- Lamps. 1 bag, bells & buckles.
- Sine - small remme, one.
- Sea - met. 2 new & other sundries.
- 1 Medicine box with a few bottles.
- 1 sawdust - lot box boards.
- 2 Youkon sleds, one set handles.
- One empty box. One small barrel.
- 2 Russian sleds. One wood sled.
- 1 boat hook - one mouskin dawn.
- 1 large kettle & some oil.
- 5 feather beds - one stool.
- One wooden pail - 2 old mimer.
- One shovel - one auger. One tongs.
Redoutt & Co. by \\
14 C. P. 1.02 4.20
Redoutt & Co. by \\
25 C. P. 1.02 4.30

Pay lime 6.00

Get a bottle of gin 2.00
3 pipes 3.09
1 comb 0.50

Give druggist 10.00
Sell my horse & saddle 10.00
Sell my rope & (25 ft) 1.07
Buy for Bean farm 1.01
and from my wife 1.82

Spade 1.50

Buy two small scarfs 0.25
Pay for washing 0.40
Buy an alf for Bean (about) 1.20

10 to 12 to Mr. Wilson 3.00

Pay for one mink parcel 10.00

Wine, Mike 2.25
2 bottles of Mike 2.00

Buy 2.00 0.30
Buy 2.00 0.30
Buy a bag of sugar 0.25
Buy a box of sugar 0.75

Tobacco - 60 at 40c 2.40

Give him to go up the river
2 lbs powder
5 lb. shot
500 balls - 1 small kettle
1 shirt
300 caps
1 apron American
1/2 lb tea 2 lbs sugar
2 lbs tobacco leaf

R. H. K.

Good from Ripanoff 1242 1471
My order 252 52

100 more goods 1394 373

Order 252 52

Bean owes me 1141 85

Kipanoff order 40 100 10 60 50
Paid -

4 lb. American tobacco - $0.75
Bag - $1.00
Scissors - $1.10
Draw for knife - $5.00
Kuril lappet - $3.00
Uagen - Heida + wiggala - $5.20

Save Kurili

3 pair winter boots - $7.50
Cloth for drawers - $4.75
Coat - $6.00
1 pair socks - $1.75
Tobacco - $2.00
1 pair mittens - $0.90
Parti - $1.60
1 shirt (hunting) - $3.00
1 cotton shirt - $1.50
Dress for drawers - $0.60
Money - $2.00

Drove one at Redoubt

Selegilte - 1st pair - 10 roper
Balde - 30 marten
Kurinikoff (collar) - 25 marten
Ananypad - 2 chaps
Sergee - 20 marten
Arkamoff (hut & parka) - 10 roper
Drazehok - 50 yrs

$566.00 S. Franc
$278.57 Log
$344.87
$150.10
$994.83

$566.00 S. Franc
$278.57 Log
$344.87
$150.10
$994.83

1 crimp. 150 - Tobacco 100, 2.40, 6 closures 4.30
Pickins - 50 - Powder 50 cts
Kurili - 3
Nov 25. - that bread -
  1 Yakutsk knife - 1.50

Nov 27. - that bread -
  15 days feed -
  Dec 4. - 1 3/4 lb. tobacco - 1.0
  Dec 6. - 1/2 lb. powder - 1.0

Dec 9. - that bread -
  Dec 14. - 2 lb. tobacco - 4.0
  Dec 16. - 2 lb. mixed bread - 13.0
  Dec 26. - 1 lb. tobacco - 2.0
  2 pair hay pocks - 4.50
  1 1/4 yd. wicking - 2.50
  14. 3 lb. tobacco - 0.0
  2 combs (Kuril)
  6 Yakutsk knives
  2 small
  2 pair shoes
  3 sags (Kuril)
  7 lb. Shkotky tobacco (K) - 10.50
  5 - 10.00
  6 oz. buttons - 0.0
  11/2 yard linen for sail - 11.50
  1 shirt - 7.50
  1 dog buttons - 2.50
  150 lbs flour (2 250) - 2.50

Dec 9. Pay Yapomka
Dec 26 Pay Christmas 11.85

Must take to St. Michael's
Big fish - Copper coins
Wool - Karies
Wax
Bread not mixed -
Soap

Must cook - 30 whole 2 days flour
- 1/2 pound salt, sugar, rice, salt, spirit
- Sugar 10 No. 1/4 lb. tea - pock - day
- 5 small live powder.

Tobacco 20 - 362 1 22
Kurilka 12 - 15 7 11
Woolly pait 8
Miscellaneous - 20 16 marks - 65.50

Buy 1 pair boots - 5
Winter, one pair trousers -
2 loaves bread. 1/2 lb. sugar
15 marks (3) 6 pounds
62 marks.

103.80
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pot &amp; a half chree</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar, Alcohol</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour, Powder, Berries</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukali, 100</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flour</td>
<td>12.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukanee</td>
<td>10.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>25.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powder</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukali</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small line or mahout</td>
<td>1 coil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scurf</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rings</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2 pce Scherskalsky Tobacco</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 in Silica</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- 9/4/11 - 11:56
- Mail Order -